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. '• 
Thus far the 1990's i·troduced grr.at change not only for. 
the world, but me=• specifically for the Department of Defense 
(DoD). It appears.that the cold war, which had l~sted for 
' ' 
over forty years, is over and the United States is red~~ing 
the defen~e portion of ·the fed~ral budget. Since the 
perceived threat. baa diminished, many a=;ue that the DoD 
budget, and troop strength sho•1lCl be reduced acc'ordingly as 
part of the so-called ·"peace dividend". ':!ii~ is a drast.ic 
change in policy from the 1980's when the DoD'a budget was 
increased almost every year ai.d the military strength of this 
country was yrowing. Because the :funding was eas;7 to obtai;n 
for all of the armed services, waste surely took place due to 
redundanci•s in effort. Each service had no motivation to 
consolidate with oth~r sei:-vices in order to save money. 
Because of this reduction in funding, the DoD is currently 
reviewing many alternative ways i:a which it can save monC!y and 
become more ef:fif':ient . These alternatives include: Unit 
Coating, Consolidat~t.ln, &11d Corporate Infoi:mation ~agement. 
(CIM) . This thesis addresses the CIM initiative priaarily, 
but also includes a discus~ion of the unit costing initiative. 
1 
The following discussion focuses on CI~' s backgrounc!, purpose, 
and direction. 
8 • WID.'1' IS CDC? 
The Corporate Information M&nagement (CIM) initiative ia 
a DoD program under the direc~iqn of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense, compt'.t'oller (ASD-C) • It tias t-.hro~ objectiv•a: 
• T,o ensui.·e th.ti standardization, ql!Ality, and CCh'"lSistency c.~ 
data from boD's multiple manag~ent in~o::mation systems. 
• 'io identi.:fy and ilr..plement management efficiencies in 
support o~ busino&~ areas throughout the information life 
cycle. 
• To eliminate duplication of effort in the development of 
multiple information systems designed to me~t a ~ingle 
functional requirement. · (Ref. '· J 
In a •emo from Secretary of Defense D~ck Cheney, dated t6 
Novembe;:~ 1990, direction of the CIM initiati'"9 was transf&rred 
to the Aasistant Secretary of Defe~se foz Comman~, Control, 
Communications and Intelligence (ASD-C1I°>. 
In e~njunction with the abovv stated o~jectives, t~e CIM 
in tiat:Lve has a ecope which includes: 
DoD wide information managJment. 
Information management with.i.r- each business. ~rea. [Ref. 1) 
The program began officially on October ,, · 1989, but 
e nts leading up to its spawning began <luring .the early 
2 
months of th.ts Bush administ"'ation. One of the first events to 
occur w3s the P~ckarcl Commission reports (June 1986) which 
cr.i.ticizeci the complex acquisition prC">ceas in adc!:..tio:i to 
other management :problems. The outcome of these reports ""'-S 
'Chat the Pre~ddent instruct·ed the Secretary of Defer.ae to 
overhaul the acquisition and management practice•. Tha 
Seqretary of Defense responded to tt.e Pre11iclent'a request in 
July, 1989 with the De1~en~e Management Report (DMR) which 
... provided a plan to implement fulI:y the 1'ackard 
Co=-.ission recomment!at'.iona; improve subl!t1.mtially thes 
performance o'f the dlt:tr~nse acquisition system; and manage 
mor• effectively the dep~rtment and its resource~. [~f. 
2:p. 8) 
In addition to this, the DoD found that there were ~y 
redundant arf!a~, in the case of information systems (i.e., 
•~ch service has its own accounting system). Additional 
improvements addressed consolidatir.g many of the over 1000 
information systems which ' deal f:ro& design through 
administrative support, and streamlining, the servic-as' pay and 
accounting systems. Through management changes, personnel 
cuts and ·enhanced information systems, the Department of 
,Defense anticipates $2.3 billion in sav~ngs in 1991, and $39, 
billion over ,five ye~rs [Ref. 2:p. 13). 
In July~ 1989, Con9ress responded to General Accounting 
Off ice (GAO) reports citing mismanagement of .automated data 
processing and S~~ge. ... od that no IDOre funding would be 
. available for DoD investments in information •ystema. until the, 
department devised a nc;_'.•-redundant strategy. 
3 
''• 
. \ 
In r.esponse to these criticis~s, .Deputy Secretary of 
Defense Donalq J. Atwood established the Corporate Information 
Manag~ment initi~tive through three actions: 
• Established an exe~uti, .. e level grnup of officials, both 
DoD and outside of DoD, to review tbe currer..t proced11res 
within the DoD &nd recommend corrective acti?ns. 
• A management plan to be draft ad by the Information 
Resources Manage1&1ent (IRK) staff. 
•After completion of tha'CIM process guide, the f~nctional 
groups will be established. Official• from the Office of 
the Secretary of Defense (OSD) will head the groups. 
' . 
In the interim, the current life-cycle management 
principles and processes will remain in effect tor automated 
information sy.atema. Also, the Defense Acquisition Board 
(DAB) will establish the Major Au~omated Information System 
Review Council (MAISRC) a~ a committee, with the chair being 
filled· by th• DoD Comptroller. This committee will operate 
UJ'lder MAlSrtC :procedures and will proyide a review of 
information ayat~s prior to DAB •--'etings. [Ref. .3) 
D. WHY CD? • 
'lhe Deputy Secretary of Defense, Conald J. Atwood, was 
appointed to off ice by President· Bush early. in his 
administration. He came to government f'rom the private sector 
wh4re he wna an execut'ive for the General Motors·Corporation 
(GMC). Wbilo Deputy Secretary Atwood waa employed by GMC, 
they were experiencing the .... type of problems that the DoD 
4 
is now facing: rivalries, duplication of e:f:fort--redundancy, 
obsolescence~ etc. Gen'3ral Motors devised the. CIM approach to 
combat these problems. Because of Deputy Secretary Atwood's 
prior experience in this area, he wa~ assigned to initiate the 
CIM initiative for DoD. 
S. l'UIWOSS or CDC 
CIM's broad goals are to reduce and eventually eliminate 
redundancy between the services. In addition ta this, CIM is 
to establish common data requirements au~ formats which will 
r3duce the number of information systems that the DoD 
currently supports. CIM's specific goals are: 
~ Devel,,p pl: >cess models that document new and existing 
business methods. 
• Develop standard data def initione available for the 
Department's business and mission areas. 
• Develop a 'set of co=non. information systems for each 
~unction, built upon standard data and business methods. 
• Develop an open systems computing and communications 
infrastrticturer transparent to the i~:foraation •yet~ 
that stand upon it. [R-,f. 4:p. 21) 
Reductions in the number of systems •upported will l8ad to 
monet~ry savings for the DoD. 
CIM will be implement•d through two group., which will 
manage different levels of the initiative. The Zx•cuti ..,_ 
Level· Group ·(ELG) will mana.ge DoD-wic:le information m.anaguaent 
strateg~es. Thia group will consist cf six industry and three 
DoD ex~cut~ves. They will examine critical elements of DoD 
CIM, evaluate current oversight practices, and reyiew the 
procedures of the functional groups. The BLG reports directly 
to the Deputy Secretary of ~efense. 
The second group is the Functional Groups which will 
address the functional areas which include: 
' ' 
• civilian payroll 
• civilia.~ personnel 
• ccntract payment 
• financial operations 
• government furnished material 
• material management 
• medical 
• warehousing 
These are the initial groups that have been established in 
this area. Bach group will consi•t · of senior level 
representatives froa each of the .DoD COmpOrienta. Bach group 
will . examine requirements froa a funct.ional point of view. 
Ultimately, it i:• hop.ct that the CIH .initiative will include 
. all of the. admini•trative f'un.ction• within DoD. 
Q. !'11118%8 O&JSCTIVJI 
The purpose of this thesi• is to exaai~e the Corporate 
Information Management· initiative within the DoD, and how 
'' 
different types of cost models pertain to it. The cost model 
that is chosen will drive the type of cost data that will be 
requi~ed as input to the system. 
B. USSARCB QOSS~IORS . 
The res~arch in thid thesis will answer the following 
questions: 
• What are the alternative cost models that are available 
for ·uae in the DoD Corporate Information Management 
initiative? 
• What are the infC'rmatio,n requirements for each model? 
• What are the atrenqtha and weaknesses of each of these 
Dlodela? 
• How do these mo<!ela compare or contra~t with the Navy's 
C"~rrent implementation of Unit Coating? 
The reaearch for this thesis was a~compliehed through an 
extensivl! literature review concerning coat models in both th~ 
public ~d private sector•. .Since CIK ia ao new, there ia 
c:Urrently no published data a'railable to perform data analysis 
or statistical analysis. Thia thesis waa·written while the 
CIM initiati,,-e wa~ in progress. 
The following i• a brief •·wmary. of the, diaeuaaion in· each 
of the remaining chapters. 
7 
1. Cbepter II. 
llethodology 
Corporate IDforaati.on 
The·CIM methodology will be discussed in more detail. 
This methodology ia what.will be used by each of the eight 
functional ~roups. 
2 '· Chapter III. a.vi- of Coat S1at-
Will provide a brief review of aix of the moat commo~ 
coat systems used in the public and private sector•. These 
cost systems include: actual, normal, standard, variabie, 
cost-volume-profit analysis, and j~b order. Advantages and 
disadvantages of each of the ayatema will be cited. 
3. Chapter IV. Unit Co•tiD9 
Thia chapter will discuss how the Department of 
Defense is current~y implement.ing •.:nit coating. Some of the 
coat systems discussed in Chapter III will be compared and 
contr&•ted to this unit coating model. 
C. Chapter v. Conoluaion 
Thia chapter will provide a review of th• high !'Olnts 
that' we•e .cover'9d and provide a summary of the conclusions. 
8 
II. COUORA'l'B INl'ORNATIOH ~ DTBODOLOGY 
The methodology used by each of the eight functional 
groups must cover the entire planning process, from 
development of a future mission statement to ·design detail 
' ' 
such as process and data models. At this time, there is no 
traditional methodology that will provide for this vast range 
<>f requirements. In order to proceed, the Executive Level 
Group (ELG) has developed a Corporate Information Management 
Process Guide to aid each of the functional groups in their 
efforts. 
The ~urrent process guide [Ref. 5), dated August 1990, 
outlines the three-phase methodology that has been developed 
for the eight functional groups. Figure 1 shows the flow of 
this methodology. The three main phases are·: 
• Phase I--!'unct.ional 'Vision 
• Phase II~.-!'unctional Business Plan 
• Phase III--Information Systems Strategy 
The e•timated time required to complete thestt three phases is 
between 18 and 24 month.a. However, it will take eight to ten 
years to .fully implement the CIM initiative. Since a11 of the 
functional groups are working separately, they are in ~arious 
9 
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l'igure 1. CIM Methodology [~~. 5) 
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stages of completion. Figure 2 shows the progrea; of one of 
the functional g:t·oups, Financlal Operations. These were the 
only specific data available at this time. The status of the 
other functional groups is unknolfll. 
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Figure 2. Financial Operations Group Milestones 
Recall ~rom the ~irst chapter that there i• a functional 
group for e&ch of the following areas: 
• civilian payroll 
• civilian peraonnel 
• contract payment 
• financial operations 
• government furniahed mat•rial 
11 
,·,· 
• material manag~ment 
• medical 
• warehousing 
The personnel reqnired for manning ea~h of the eight 
functional groups is shown in Table I. 
The CIM Process Guide is cur~ently over 220 pages. This 
chapter provides a summary of the Guide. The Process Guide 
should be r$ferr~d to for a more detailed discussion. 
B. PRUS I: l'UHC'l'IORAL VISIOH 
During this phase, the functional group, will develop a 
future mission statement and scope, ~roposed future policy and 
guiding principles, and future vision. 
described in more detail below. 
1. l'uture Niaaion and Scopt 
Bach of these are 
During this step, the functional' group,, which is 
comprised of various components, of the DoD, will describe its 
future ftJnction within the DoD. Since the. various , DoD 
components are involved, dynamic i~teraction must take place 
and~ consensus must be agreed upon. The agreed.upon:mission 
and s.c:ope will then be subdivided into four parts. ~'11• 
mission and scope that is aqreM upon during this step will 
provide the context and the boundariea for the "unction. 
12. 
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2. PropoG~ Future Policy and Gui.dinCJ Principles 
During ~his step, the group will establish.a unifi~d 
proposed policy and guiding principles that will -etablish tt-e 
guidelines for the future. Thia step r11cognizea that the 
various DoD components have very di.fferent approaches to. the 
same problem. Thia is why thia step i• ao crucial~ ·It will 
establish a single · approach for th• entire DoD. 
' ' 
The group 
will draft ·their proposed policy and guidelines, based on 
input from senior'oso .functional policy leaders. 
3 . rut:ure Viaion . 
This step will force the group to foresee and 
. articulate the future of the function ten years in the future. 
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In completing this step, th~ group must determine p~ojected 
trends and their related impacts. All major trends are to be 
identified &nd their impacts analy~ed. These trends may be 
the re1:1ult of both ·i~1te·· rial and external :factors. The group 
will then write a statement for each trend, ~d categorize it. 
c. PllASJI II: l'tJRC'l'IODL ausna:ss PLalf 
During this phase, the group will provide the functional 
business requirements; the current and future :functional 
models, . and review current and future information systems 
requirements. All of the steps to be performed during this 
phase are described in more d~tai~ below. 
1. Sigh LeTel ~ctional Situation Anal7•i• 
During thi·J step, the g:'t'oup studies the internal ar1d 
wxter'lal environw•mts that a:ffeet the · :function. '!'his 9t.udy 
will include, but no'c: b9 limited to, a description of the 
operetional en~ironment, legislative environment, the 
regulatory and policy. environment, and th~, t~chnological 
envi~onment. Any proposed or ongoing initiative• that could 
affect the function will be ~dentified &ild described. The 
completion of this step begins'.parallel activities on 'three 
separate .Paths: the future function path,· the current 
functional path, and the current information systems pat~. 
~. Goala 
'l'he group develops goals which outline "what" has to 
be accompli.shed to achieve success. In addition to stating 
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"what" needs to be done, the group will also state what 
indicators and time limits determine ita achievement. The 
output from this step will be used directly in formulating the 
objectives, which is the next step. 
3. Objecti-..• 
The group will develop objectives, which will inc-lude 
distinct measures such as "when", "whare", "how much", and "to 
whom" that muat be satisfied in ord~~ to meet that goal. The 
group will alao, ident;ify the customers and organiz3.tions t'o be 
served, and the organizations directing the implementation. 
4. Str.._tegy 
The group ~ill' develop a broad strategy that supports 
the goals and objectives that were developed in earlie~ steps. 
The group's emphasis in this step is on "how" to achieve the 
·via ion. The group wil.l. .!~.st, into logical groupings, possible 
actions that could be taken to achieve each objective. Each 
of t~ese items qn the li•t wil.l. then be eV.luated for risk, 
feaaibil.ity, benefit•, and affordability. The group will then 
select the beat strategy for achieving the vi-ion. 
5. ruture l'unctionaZ COnaept: 
ln this ·a~ep, the group usee the goals, objectives and 
strategies that it defined earlier to build a picture of the 
function in the future. During this step, the group will have 
to make critical decisions that will define functional and 
informational · needs for the future. After the group ha" 
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drafted the future functional concept, it will invgstigate ar.d 
identify industry trends and practice3 in this.area to insure 
that they have incorporated the most recent and imaginative 
business prac~ices that are available. The grour will then 
revalidate the outputs from Phas.e I to insurei that they are 
consistent with the future functional concept. 
6 • l'uture l'unctional llOde·l 
Dur.ing this step, the group will; . develop ~ more 
deta!led description of the funr.tional activities by breaking 
them down into their component :p~·ocesses. The group will aleo 
r&-examine external interfaces and organi:.cfttional roles and 
responsibilities to ensure thei.r oomplet:enees and consistency. 
7. ruture l'unctional ~o~tion Koml 
During this step, the g~oup will review the 
ir&formation classes identified in the future functional · 
.concept. The · gr?up will then. analyze th~se class6s to 
identify entities ·and define characteristics ,t>f these 
entities. Mter the entities and their ssociated 
relationships have been d-afined, an enti · ~-relation ~ip O!:-R) 
' ' -
diagram will be constructed. 
8 • ruture l'unctional 
During this at~p, .the ~roup will review 
developed ftinetio!\ai processes and entities and 
_relate the pro(1esses ..;o the entities. The group 
these relatior::/. ips graphically in inatrix form. 
already 
provide 
9 . l'unctional Bu•'in••• Pl.an 
This step will mark the completion of Phase lI. The 
pllln will include all documents that have been generated up to 
'this point. In addition to this step being a binding o:f the 
documents, it is also .the point at which a number of 
analytical and assessment tasks take. place. This step also 
brings together the. outputs from the current functional path 
and th$ current information systeme path. 
One of the k~y .items in this step is th9 identification 
and quantification o:f benefits. The goal of CIM is to ensure 
that the :future :functional concept pI;'ovides · a better, more 
e:f:ficient way o:f doing business than w~s done in the past. 
10. CUrrent Jrunctiona1 Ba•elir.e 
At this step, the group will describe, at a high 
le•Tel, the :function as it is operating today in each DoD 
component. This step is a more detailed analysis of the work 
begun in thE1 previous step, which is the High Level Uituation 
Analysis. 
11 .. CUrrent l'unctional Nociel 
In. this step, the group ~~11 review each o~· the ·DoD 
· componen~s' functional !J:.:oce9sea.. The grouP will then break 
each 'o:f· these proc~saes down into sub-processes, until 
differences between the DoD components can be 'identified. 
This step is conducted in parallel with similar activii:ies 
associated with the future model of the function. 
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12. CUrrent l'unCtiona1 Infoz:aation llode1 
During this step, the group will review the high level 
information classes used by functional area activities and 
processes. The group will then analyze these. classes and 
define the major entities. The group will develop graphical 
representations of how the entities·relate to one another by 
drafting an ·B-R diagram. 
13. CC91>0•ite l'un=iona1 R8quir,..,-·.,. 
In this step, the group reviews the different ways in 
which the functi~n is execute~ in each of the DoD components, 
and develops streamlined ar1d simplified :functional processes 
and practices . These new pro::esses and practices could 
require changes in current policies, practices, instructions, 
or forms. The ;1:c,up will, outline the actions ·necessary to 
impl ... nt th••• cil1&ngea. Th• primary role ot thi• •te~ is to 
provide an analysis of the previous .steps, and the bundling of 
this analysis into a aet of requirement•. 
14. Intoz:aation Syst- C&taJ.09 
In this step, . the groui) will analyze exi•ting and 
propo•ed systems to qather essential .Jmowledqe for developing 
the DoD-wide ·information aystema •trategy. The group will 
develop a· catalog ot all these systeaa. At this tine, the 
group will also ideiltify which of the systems will not be 
con•idered further. 
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During this step, the group will begin to document· 
which of the existing er planned systems will best support the 
functi:::n·. The group will develop a set of functional 
requirements for evaluating each of the AISs. The group ·will 
also note any .deficiencies, constraints or impacts found. 
During ~his step, the group will assess current and 
planned systems and identify any potential candidates that can 
be used as a baseline to meet future functional requirements. 
At this time, the group will also determine if none of the 
systems will meet future functional requirements. 
D. PW• ·III: IDC>mATIOR SYS'l'Dls SnADQY 
Duritig this phase, the qroup will develop the future, 
composite, and information syst•• proc••• and data aodela, and 
I 
also develop their implem nt.ation for desiqn. Each of the 
specific st'eps in more det~il below. 
1. l'uture Proc••• 
In this stll!lp, group will develop a model to 
·compare the logical proces es and the relationships among them 
so that an implementation strategy can be determined. The 
group will also'produce a roe••• decomposition diagram and a 
data flow diagram (D!'D) . 
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2. l'ut.ure Data Modal 
During this step, the group will concentrate on the 
data necessary for the successful.execution of the function. 
The c;roup will first develop an initial data model that 
includes· entities and relationships. 'l'his initial model will 
then be normalized, which will identify entity subtypes. 'l'his 
normalization process will result in a more detailed model. 
The group's final task in this step will be to identify the 
specific attributes that describe an entity. 
3. l'anctional. ~ozmati.on Sy.tw a.quiz 
Previou• •teps have identified the requirements 
necessary to support the function. In·thi• •tep, the group 
will li•t the improV91Dent• that are required, from a •Y•t ... 
. 
perspective, and describe their a••ociated benefit•. 'l'he 
group will also identify and record functional applications 
that will be required in the future. 'l'he group's decisions 
will be docuaented in the functional. info& .ation system 
requir..enta. , 
.C. •~ioritised lt.equix r 1ta 
'l'hi• atep will begin by receipt of the . functional 
·information •Y•t- requirement•. In thJi.• ·otep, the group will 
eatabliah prioriti•• for the requirement• ao that the 
information implementation atrategy can proceed in a 
constrained enviro.rment. The group. will develop the criteria 
that it uae• to prioritise t~e•e requir-.nta. 
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5. Illplementation strategy 
During this atep, the group wiLl c~mpare the 
requirements, that were developed in earlier atepa, with the 
selected in~ormation · ay21tema . The group will perfora an 
analyaia to determine the gap between current information 
ayet..U, and what ia requir9d to perform th.- function 
currently, and in the future. The group will then diacuaa how 
this gap is to be closed, and a course of action ,wil,l be 
develcped. The group will then, aa in Phase- IIf. develop 
goala, objectives, and atrategie~ for ensuring inforn\ation 
support to the function. 
6. Ccmpoait• Proceaa llodel 
During thia atep, , the group'• focua will be the 
i~.-ntific'ation of logical partition• of ,the function and the 
identification of function&~ interface•~ The group will th•n 
decompose the proceaaea. Dependency analysis will then be 
performed at each level. 'l'h• final outcoae' of thi• ·step is 
that the nature of the dependency will be expreaaed •• a data 
'flow. 
7. C: 11 oait• Data llodel 
During thia at.P, the group will focus on the ·data 
neceaaary for execution of the function. The group will. 
develop an initial aodel which will include data entitiea., 
relationship•, ·and unique identifier•·· Thia aodel will then 
be analyz9d, aa th• proc••• aodel waa, to identity entity 
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subtypes. Each entity and relationship will then be analyzfld 
to document the business rules that apply to the app~opriate 
instance of the entity. 
8. ~eraati0n Syet- Procesa Uodel 
During thia step, the group will review aystem 
docu:nentation, with an emphasis on design documentation, to 
determina what technique was used to originally develop or 
aodify the system. Thia will provide the group with the 
necessary information to develop a unique way to build the 
proceea model for each information system. 
9. ~ozmation. 8y8t- Data llodeJ. 
During this step,. the group will develop the model 
that explains the. logic o~ each system ·wit~ respect to the 
data it contains. The group will develop the data model, 
baaed on standards developed during the future data model 
atep. 
•• IW'f&i'~ 
Once CIM unveils the eight. functior.al erea s~rategies, 
• 
they will atill require •iCJht to ten year• . ~~ impl,ement. 
Durin9 thia interi.• period, the DoD w+11 be required to comply· 
with the Interim Information Syat-. Charter. The following 
provide• a aumaar-Y of thia charter: 
• An interim information system will be uaed only if net 
. benefits accrue to the DoD prior to implementation of the 
CIM ayaters. 
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• An interim system may be a current .operational system from 
one of the DoD components, or a hybrid or two or more 
existing systems. 
•· 'I.f the interim ~ystem doesn't meet all of .the functional 
requirement~, an analysis w!.11 be performed to aee if the 
missing retuirements warrant development. 
• Support oi redundant systems will be stopped. A plan for 
transitioriing to the interim system will be developed. 
[Ref. 6i 
... CORCLOSIOR 
Thia chapter has provided a very brief aynopsis of the 
Corporate. Information System Process Guide. It is not 
intended to make the reader an expert concerning the CIM 
methodology, but to give him an idea of the enormous scope of 
work that is being tackled by each functional group. It is 
important to realize that the CIM initiative is long term, 
eight t~ ten years, and that much can change during this time . 
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III. MVIJ&WOr COS'l' 8%8'1'm 
A~ Dft'N)l)UC'fIOlf 
This chapter provides a review of six of the most commonly 
used coat systems in tbe public and private sector. These 
systems include~ Actual, Normal,. Standard, Vari&ble, Cost-
Volume-Pro~it, and Job Coating. The review o~ theae ayateaa 
will aid the reader in 'und~ratanding the remaining chapters. 
Before going any further, it would be helpfut to define some 
of the terminology that will be uaed. 
1. Direct: Ya !.Ddirect: 
Whether a coat is direct or indirect dependa on one'• 
frame o~ re~erence. !'or example, th• coat ot a college 
administrator ia a direct coat of running the college, but is 
an indirect coat of a apeci~ic class. 
·A ,..ireet coat is one that can be obviously and 
physically traced to the particular segment under 
consideration [Ref. 7:p. 36]. Referri.ng again to the college 
ad£d.niatrator example.: if the aegaent under conaideration ia -
the coat to teach a,8J)ecific claaa, th• 'inatructor'a coat ia 
a direct coat. The administrator'• coat would be an indirect 
coat since it ia not obvioualy and phyaically traced to thia 
one class. 
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The following two guidelines will. aid in 
distinguishing between direct and indirect costs: 
• If the cost can be obviously and phyeical.ly traced to a 
particular product, it is a di~ect cost of that segment. 
• If the cost mugt be allocated in order to be assigned to 
a product, . it is an indirect cost of that segment. 
[Ref. 7:p. 37] 
2. Overhead 
a. lfan&dactur.:Lng 
Manufacturing overhead is compris~ of the sum of 
all manufacturing coats associated with the production of a 
product f with the exception of · direct material and direct 
l&bor costs. 
b. lf~ne·01dactur~ 
Another component of overhead is nonmanufa~turing 
coats. These coats are generally broken down into two 
categories: aaarketing or selling costs and administrative 
costs. Marketing and selling costs in~lude advertising, 
selling, and· any other costs that are .. involved in delivering 
the product to the customer.. Administrative coats ; nclude 
executive salaries, clerical. coats, and all other coats that 
can't be logically grouped under either marketing or 
manufacturing. (Ref. 7:p'. 26] 
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B. AC'1'UAL 
The actual cost system is one of the simplest and easiest 
systems to understand and use. The user of thj.s type of 
systl!Dl would keep track of all the monies that were spent in 
the production of a product or service, ·and this total coat 
would then be the cost of goods that •re sold to the customer. 
For example, if, the inputs to produce a widget are $10.00 for 
labor, - $25. 00 for materials, and $10\>. 00 for overhead, the 
final actual coet to produce the widget would' be $13~. 00. 
This computation is outlined in Table II. 
TABLE II 
COMPUTATION OF ACTUAL COSTS 
Direct Labor 
Direct Materials 
Mf gr Overhead 
Total Cost 
$ 10.00 
25.·oo 
100.00 
$135.00 
Actual cost systems would collect data on direct 
materials~ direct labor, and overhead. Getting back to the 
example discussed previously, the coat to produce one unit was 
$135. 00. If ten ~its were produced, it would coat $45. 00 per 
unit w:hi.ch ia a significant decreaa• in the cost per unit. 
Table III illustrate• how this cost per unit was computed. 
The deer•••• in the co•t per unit -'ia becauae the o:verhead 
costs do not change when more.unit• are prod~ced (aaawning 
fixed, not variable overhead). This type of coat ay11t:~ does 
not use 11 predetermine~ manufacturing overhead rate to aaaign · 
' 26 
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overhead. costs to production. · Instead, it uses the total 
actual costs to produce the units and divides it by the number 
of units produced to compute unit cost. 
TABLE· III 
COMPUTATION OF ACTUAL COSTS WITH MULTIPLE UNITS 
Direct Labor $ ·10. 00 x 
Direct Materials ~5.00 x 
Mf gr Overh$ad 
Total Cost for 10 units 
10 units • $100.00 
10 units • 250.00 
. ··- 100.00 
- $450.00 
Cost per unit ·• $450.00 I 10 units • $45.90 per unit 
C. ROP.IAL 
Normal costing is much the same as actual costing except 
that the overhead is applied to · each unit based on a 
predeteruained rate. The biggest difficulty with thia type 9f 
cost system is that one has to estimate the overhaad costs for 
the period (normally one year) and the baa~, or ·level of 
activity, used to allocate the coats to production during the 
. period. 
Overhead costs may include fixed ~d variable·costa which 
make it difficult to estimate accurately. However,: most of 
the costs are usually fixed which is w~y overhead ten~ to 
remain constant over a period O"I! time. Overhead costs are 
assigned to'units as indirect costs using an'alloca":ion base. 
Due to this fact, i.f production in a period (i.e •. month) was 
low, the cost per unit would ta, high. Con,,.rsely, if the 
production was high, the cost per unit would be low. In order 
'27' 
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to alleviat• this fluctuation in the overhead coat that is 
applied, the company would use a normalized overhead rate. 
Bence the name normal costing. This rate would be based on an 
average activity level that would span many periods. 
One of·the problems ia that of the choosing of the base 
can be critical. A base needs to be common to all products 
that are.being produced. The goal ia to choose a base such 
that all of the overhead coats are allocated equitably to each 
product during the period and that all overhead costs are 
covered. 
The formula for calculating the Predetermined Overhead 
Rate (POR) is equal to the estimated total overhead costs 
divided by the estimated total uni ta in the base (i.e., 
direct-labor hours). Aa can be seen from the formula, the 
overhead coats and the total units in the baa• have to be 
estimated for the period, normal~y one year. If the estimates 
are very accurate, all of the overhead coats for the year will 
be allocated. :tt the estimates are not accurate, the o~rhead 
1 will be 'either over-applied or· under-app.~ ~ed. If the overhead 
ia over-applied, the coat alloca~ed to each un~t ia in excess 
of the actual coat. If 'the overhead ia under-appli8d, the 
coat allocat~ to each unit is le•• than the·actual ·coat, arid 
all of the overhead co•·ta will not be covered. The three 
caa9a h9low (Tables IV through VI) show the mechanics of each 
of these aitu•tiona. 
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TABLE IV 
COMPUTATION OF TOTAL COST WHEN ESTIMATES BQUAL ACTUAL COSTS 
Estimated total overhead cost:.$100.00 
Estimated units in base: 10 direct-labor hours. 
Therefore, the predetermined overhead rate is $10·.oo F' r 
direct-labor hour ($100.00 I 10 DLH). If we assume that each 
unit requires one hour. of direct labor and that ten units are 
produced. 
Direct Labor 
Direct Mat'l 
Overhead 
Total Cost 
$10.00 x 10 units • $100.00 
25.00 x 10 units • 250.00 
10.00 x 10 units • 100.00 
- $450.00 
The cost per unit is $45.00 and all o~ the overhead costs have 
been applied. 
TABLE V 
COMPUTATION OF TOTAL cos~ WHEN ESTIMA'l'BS ARE 
LESS THAN ACTUAL COSTS 
Estimated total overhead cost: $100.00 
Estimated units in base: 10 direct-labor hours. 
Again, the predetermined overhead rate is $10.00 p$r direct-
labor hour {$100. 00 I 10 DLll). However, i~ the actual 
overhaad costs to produce the ten units were $150. 00, the 
following would result:· 
Direct Labor 
Direct Mat'l 
Overhead 
Total Cost 
$10.00 x 1~ units • $100.00 
25.00 x 10 units • 250.00 
10.00 x 10 units • 100.00 
- $450-.00 
·The cost per unit charged to the customer is again $45.00, but 
this does. not cover all of the overhead expenaas that were 
generated. In this case, the firm would be under-applying 
overhead, and would not cover its c~sts of production, A firm 
would not conti11ue for long in this situation. The overhead 
cost that shoulc;l have been applied t.o each unit is $15. 00 
($150.00 I 10 DLH). 
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TABLB VI 
COMPUTATION OF TOTAL COST WHEN· ESTIMATES ARE 
GFBA':'ER THAN ACTUA!. COSTS 
Estimated total overh~ad cost: $100.00 
Bstimat•d units in base: 10 direct-labor hou..::-a. 
Once again, the p::edeterminEtd overhe&d r~te is $10. 00 per 
direct-labor hour ($100.00 I 10 DLH). liowever, if the actual 
overhead costs to px-oduce the ten units were $50. 00, the 
following would result: 
Direct Labor 
Direct M~~~l 
Over.~~~ad 
Total Cost· 
$10.00 x 10 units • $100.00 
25.00 x 10 units • 250.00 
10.00 x 10 units • 100.00 
- $450.00 
The cost per unit charged ~o the customer is again $45.00, 
which more than covers all of the prod~cers· overhead costs. 
In this case, the fixm would bo over-applying overhead, and 
would generate additional revenue. The overhead cost that 
should have been applied to each unit is $5.00 ($50.00 I 10 
DLH). 
These th~ee cases should make it evident that the key to 
success with this type of cost mo~el is being able to chose a 
good allo.catio~ :Oase and using very good estimates for t~e 
pred~te!:'Dlined overhead rate calculation. 
· D. 8'1'.AlG>.UD 
Standard' coating is qauch differ-ant thl\!l the two model.• 
discussed previously. Standard costing allows managers to 
control.prices paid and quantities used by allowing them to 
' ' ' 
set the cost and qua..,tity standards. for materi'als, labor and 
overhead. The managers can then look at any e~ception to 
these standards instead of reviewing all of the data. This 
concept is known as "Management by Exception". 
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The most difficult element of this cost model is th$ 
actual setting of the standards. It has been said that 
set.L..:ng standards is more an art than a science. However, the 
key to setting any standard is a thorough review of the past. 
This data can aid the manager . immensely in the standard 
setting process, but ha must remember that this is hist:orical 
data and that the future also has to be eonsidered. 
Thei. ·' are a few schools of thought when it comes to 
setting standards. Some believe that very high standards, 
sometimes called "ideal standards", should be set so that it 
is almost impossible for a worker to achieve them. others 
believe that "practic.:al standards" should be set, whi>!:!h can be 
achieved through hard work. Most all agree that "pr~ctical 
standards" are superior to "ideal standards". 
1. Direct. Material Standard 
This standard consists of two parts: the direct 
material price standard and the' direct material .. quantity 
standar~. The price standard showe . the total cost of the 
materials. This can include restock~g fees, and discounts. 
The quantity standard shows the aanount of matlllrial that will 
·be use~ to produce t.n, finished product. By multiplying the 
direct material price standard by the dire~. ~terial cluantity 
standarG, you'll arrive at the direct material standard • 
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2 . Direct Lal>or standard 
This standard also consists of two parts: the direct 
J.;u>or price standard and the direct labor quantity standard. 
Tl'le&e standards are normally expressed in terms of labor rate 
un6 ~abor ho~rs [Ref. 7:p. 309). The labor price standard 
ref l,:scts the total cost (per hour) of the labor. Thia price 
includes all costs, including fringe benefits. The labor 
quantity standard delineates the labor required to produce the· 
finish~d product. This standard can be very difficult to 
detenr.:~ne. ay multiplying the direct labor price standard by 
the. direct llJ>or quantity standard, you' 11 arrive at the 
direct labor standard. 
In order. to paint a clearer picture Qf how •tandards are 
used, the f"ollowing example is provided .. The following Tables 
(VII through IX) outline how atandarda might be used in an 
auto body shop. 
The following example shows how the different standards 
are calculated. By adding these standard coats, one can see 
how .much it wi:ll. coat to paint a mid-aise car. The total coat 
to paint the car ia $273.63 ($42.30 + $188.58 + $42.75). One 
can ... that the bottom line of $273. 63 doea not yield as much 
information •• th• standards do. The atandarda allow a 
manager to discover problem areas easier if they exist. 
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TABLE VIl 
DIRECT MATERIAL STANDARDS 
Price of paint (per gallon) 
Restoc~ing fee 
Less: discount 
Total price (per gallon) 
$9.75 
.25 
1~00 
$9.00 
To paint a mid-size car would require the following 
materials: 
Materials 
Waste 
Touch up 
Total materials required 
4.0 gallons 
.s 
~ 
4.7 gallons 
The direct mat.erial standard would be $9. 00 x 4. 7 gallons 
- $42.30. 
TABLE VIII 
DIRECT LABOR STANDARDS 
Nage rate for painter (per hour) · 
Fringe benefits 
Total price (per hour) 
$17.35 
2.50 
$19.85 
To paint a mid-size car would require the foll~wing labor: 
Primer eoat 3.0 · 
Finish coat 4.5 
Coffee breaks .5 
Cleanup .L_2 
Total labor req-.:iired 9 • 5' 
The direct labo~ standard would !>9'$19.85 x 9~5 hours• 
$188.58. 
TABLB IX 
VARIABLE OVERHBAD STANDAIU>S. 
The variable overhead rate is baaed on the variable 
portion of the predetermined ovez:-head rate. l'or thia 
example, I'll aasU.e this figu~• to be $4.50 per direct-
labor hour. The variable overhead standard would then b• 
$4.SO x 9.5 hours• $42.75. The 9.5 hour• was taken from 
the direct labor standard. 
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3. Standarda va Bud9et• 
Standards and budgets are very similar. Standarcla are . 
~ unit concept whereas budgets are a total concept, but you 
may have budgets and not use sta.idarcla. Standarcla and budgets 
are both used as a means for expressing tha desires, goa~s, 
and obj~ctives of management. They are the "road map" that 
the company haa established for the period, which is normally 
·one year. However, budget a and standards in th~el ves are 
not enough. They both require feedback so that the manager 
can view how -.ii the plan is working. If the feedback 
indicates that a problea exists, the manager can devote time 
to correcting it. If the feedback indicates t~t everything 
is going as planned, the manager can devote his time to 
another area. 
Budgets can b1' of two typea: static or flexible budgets. 
Static budgets are for a aingle level· of activity while 
flexible budget• allow the aanager to view a range of activity 
and th•· effects on budgeted data. A flexible budget allows. a 
~ager to view what activity level "' ~ attained during a 
.period, and what th• reaulting coats 8hould have been at that 
level. Thus, the aanager can easily detel:aine whether the 
variances between actual results and the ·flexible budgeted· 
amounts are favorable or Unfavorable.· 
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A . flexible budget is de.signed for a range of 
activity. Costs that will be present are analyzed to 
determine their cost behaviors (fixed, variable, mi~ed), and 
are then separated by their coat behavior~ A formula is then 
calculated tor the variable portion of the costs and this is 
used to arrive at the flexible budget~ The flex.ible budget 
· allows the manager to view what the costs should be for any 
level' of activity within the relevant range that he has 
specified. A flexible budget for the auto body example is 
provided aa Table X. 
TABLE X 
EXAMPLE OF A FLEXIBLE BUDGET 
Cara Painted 
Uni~ cost 10 20 30 40 50 
Labor $ 42. $ 423 $ 846 $1269 $1692' $2115 
Material 189 1886 3772 5657 i5-«3 9429 
Overhead 43 428 ~ 1233 1710 21~8 
Total '$274 $2737 .5473 $8209 $10945 $13682 
(Figure• have been rounded to th• neare.t doll•~.) 
variable co•ting is a method of coe~inq that includes only 
variable coats in the ·cost of the product. In this costing 
model, fixed aanutacturing co•ta are' vietNd ae pariod costs 
and are charged off again•t incoae in each E>9riod. 
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variable · costing has created much controversy in the 
accounting field. The controversy concerns the justification 
of fixed cost a aa period coat a. Since both fixed and variG&)le 
costs are generated in the production of a good or service, it 
is argued that they both aho~ld be used in calculating unit 
cost•. One ot the probl... involved with ~eluding f~xed 
coat• in the unit coat is that it doea not lend it••lt well to 
,· 
-::onducting coat-volume-profit (C-V-P) ~alysia, or to flexible 
budgeting~ !'or the purposes of this theaia, trhe controversy 
concerning inclusi.,n of fixed coats will not be pursued. .It 
will b9 aaauaed that variable co•tin9 ia a viable alter!lative. 
One of the great advantages of the variable costing model 
ia that it lends i taelt very "911 to C-V-P analysis, which is · 
a time-saver for manager•. A compari8on will help clarify the 
difference• between .variable co•ting and ab•orption coating 
(sometimes referred to ae product co•ting). As can be aeen 
from the followin9 example (Table XI) ,. the coat under variable 
coating ia leas than under absorption coating. · Thia ia 
because the fixed overhead coata are considered.period coats 
and are charged against the peri~. The next aectio.n on coat-
volume-profit analyaia (C-V-P) will make it clear wby variable 
coating and coet-voluae-profit.analyai• go hand-in-hand. 
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TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF VARIABLE AND ABSOP.P'l'ION COSTING 
Direct labor 
Direct materials 
Variable Overhead 
Fixed overhead 
Tota~ cost 
Variable Costing 
·$10.00 
8.00 
2.00 
7.00 
$20.00 
r. COS'l'-VOLOIGl-PROr:t'f .ADLXS:tS 
.A!;sorption Costing 
$10.00 
8.00 
2.00 
$27.00 
Cost-Volume-Profit (C-V-P') analysis is normally done for 
a company's internal use only. It allows the manager to view 
the costs ~n total and on a per unit basia. :tt also allows 
the manager to see the contribution margin-hi~ i• the sa~ea 
revenue minus the variable expenses. Th• contrib\'\tion margin 
is calculated for the total and per unit. The contribution 
margin can be defined as the amo\1nt ct aoney that is. used 
towards covering all of the fixed expenses. Once the fixed 
expenses are covered, then the. amount remaining goes t~wards 
profits for the period. Table XII illustrat:es the conce~t ot 
contribution margin.· This following t~l• shows that if .250 . 
widgets are sold, the reeultinq net income wil1 be $200.00. 
Bach unit generates $10 in sale• revenue, but cost• the fir.ill 
$8 in variable expen8es. Therefore, the'contrib~tion margin 
per unit ia $2. Since 250 widgets were aold, this equates to 
a total contribution margin of $500. Thia ia not the net 
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TABLE XII 
COMPUTATION or CONTRIBUTION MARGIN 
Sales (2~0 widgets) 
Less: Variable expenses 
Contribution Margin 
Less: Fixed expenses 
Net Income 
Total 
$2500 
2000 
$ 500 
300 
$ 200 
Per unit 
$10 
_§. 
u 
income however, since fixed expenses (i.e., rent, etc.) must 
be deducted from this amount. 
When the total sales equal the total expenses 
(variable and fixed), the break-even point has been reached. 
Beyond this point, each additional sales result in a profit 
equal to the unit contribution margin. The break-ven point 
can be calculated u•ing simple algebra. The formula for this 
calculation is: Sale• • Variable expense• + l'ixed expenses + 
Profit. Figure 3 •ho~• the break-even point graphically for 
the widgttts example discussed previously. i.r:he break-even 
' ' ~int for the widgets discus•ed in the pr•vious example is 
. ' 
150. Thia was ,calculated using the formul• as follows: 
$1fl(X) • $8(X),·+ 300 + O, where Xis the number of unit• that 
must be sold to react the break-even point. Therefore, 
whe~ sale• are letps than .150 widgets, the company would 
experience ~ lo•• since not aJ.l of its coat• would be covered . 
. Conversely, if ~51 widget• are •old, the net income would be 
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Figure 3. Break-Even Cost Curve 
$2, which is equal to ~he contribution margin (sales revenue 
·less variable expenses. 
Aa was discussed earlier, the variable cost model, C-V-P 
analysia and f'lexible budgeting work very well together. They 
both use variable costs in their computation.a, and this 
results in less ,time being spent in accumulating diffe,rent 
,types of cost data. 
Q. Job Order 
Job order' costing is typically used in m'anuf'acturing 
industries ~here man1• different types of products are produced 
to meet dif'ferent customer needs. Thia type of' cost system is 
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also used in the aa-yy Induotrial Fund (NIF).'. For example, in 
a ship repair facility where three different types of ships 
are being overhauled, each would have a job cost · sheet 
assigned to it. The job cost sheet would. list the direct 
labor and direct material costs that have·been incurred in, 
overhauling that ship. The total overhead costs for the 
entire facility are calcula~ed using ·the predetermined 
overhead rate equation discussed earlier. The calcu1ation 
would yield a dollar value per .base unit (i.e., direct-labor 
hQura). This value would then be aPPlied to each ship baaed 
on its direct lal:lor-hours. AtJain, it· should be noted that if 
the estimates used for the predetermined overhead rate 
calc:Ul~tion are inaccur~te, it could result in the overhead 
coats being over o~ under applied. 
B. Cocclu.10D 
Thia.chapter has provided six different coat ay~tema that 
are used in the public and private a~ctor. While reviewing 
these systems, it was necessary to make a~me· assumptions. The 
. . . ' 
categorizing of coats.into only variable and fixed was one of 
these assumptions. The effort· required to per:form this .task' 
' ' c~uld be substantial~ depending on the organization'• size, 
' ' ' ' 
and thua coat the organization a great sum of' money and time. 
1. Variab~.e 
It wa~ assumed, aa ia generally the case, that the· 
variable coata were linear. Thia makes computations much 
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easier. However, variable costs can, and do,. exhibit a step-
function rather than a linear relationship. Figure 4 depicts 
the linear and step functions. 
-
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Figure 4. Comparison of Linear and 
Step Variable Cost Curves 
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2. rized 
Fixed coats, it was assumed, were constant'over time. 
This is not entirely accurate for every case however. Fixed 
costs a~e only constant over a a1>'9cific period or relevant 
range. For example, , the fixed costs to operate a 
manufacturing plant could be ten mil1ion dollars per· year. If 
an addition was to be added t'o the plant the following year, 
the fixed costs woµld increase to 10. 6 million.. Over the two 
'year per~od ,the coat.9 are not fixed, but they are ~ixed within, 
each year . 
. 3. Mixed 
In addition to pure variable and pure fixed coats, 
some costs exhibit traits of both, depending on the level of 
activity. In order for these· costs to be Wied in the cost 
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systems discussed, they muPt be broken down into their. 
variable and fix~,d components. An enormous amount of effort, 
time, and money can be expended in performing this 
transformation. 
4. Advantage• and Diaadvantage• 
There are aome clear advantage• and dia•dvantage• 
inherent to the coat systems discussed. The discussion which 
follows outlines some of these . 
•• Ac:tua.1 
The main advantage with this cost system ia that no 
estimates or forecasts need to be pert ormed and t'tiat all coats 
will be covered. While having all coatl! covered ia an 
advantage, it is also a disadvantage. By having all coats 
covered, there ia no real incentive to look tor more efficient 
ways to produce the product. 
·b. Jfo.nl&l 
By normalizing the predetermined Qverhead rate, the 
unit cost for the product can be kept fai ly c'onstant over 
time, ~hich is an ~dvantage. The biggest roblem with this 
type of cost system is the estimates that a to arrive 
at · the . normalized predetermined overhead rate. It . the 
estimates are not accurate, the system will ot perform well . 
I 
l 
I• 
I 
. a. ,, 
The b~ggest advantage of this t system is that 
it allows the manager to "manage by ezcepti n" ,• The .manager 
' . 
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Ol)ly haa to give his attention to items that are not within 
the set standards. The die~dvantage to this system is the 
actual setting of the standards. Setting wrong or improper 
standards could lead to bad employee moral and possibly even 
dysfunctional consequences. This .is also a very costly 
process involving industrial engineers, cost accountants, and 
operation personnel. 
d .. Variable 
.The advantage of this type of cost system is that 
it's easily integrated with flexible budgets and cost-volume-
profit analysis. This allows on' type of cost data (variable) 
to be collected and used in different types o~ systems. The 
disadvantage is that fixed costs are not used in the decision-
making process. Depending on. which accountant you talk to, 
this could be an advantage or a disadvantage. 
The advantage . of this cost · system is its easy 
integration with fl~xibl~ budgets and variable costing .. The 
concept of contribution margin and break-even analysis allo~ 
the manager quick and easy me.thods to view <:lifferent levels of 
activity and·their associated costs ·iand profits. Again, a 
·possible disadvantage could be the absence of fixed costs in 
the decision-making process •. 
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~. Job Order 
This type of coat system. is indispensable when a 
few unlike units are being produced. It allows all of the 
associated coats for each particular product to be aaaigned to 
its job sheet . A possible dia.advantage of this. type of ayatem. 
is once again the estimations required to arrive at the 
predetermined overhead rate. If the eatimatea are not 
accurat~, the coat ayater;i will not function very well, which 
could result in the company losing money if the overhead i& 
being under-applied. 
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rv. URI'l' C03'1'IHQ ARD '!D Don 
A. Dl'l'RODOC'l'IOH 
. The CIM initiative will require eight to ten years to 
become fully implemented. During this time, other DoD 
initiatives are being implemented, such.as consolidation and 
unit costing.' · At some pcint . in the future, the CIM 
initiative,, which is a global concept, will have to deal with 
how these programs are going to be incorporated into CIM. 
This incorporation could consist of the CIM adopting one of 
these other initiatives fully, or totally ignoring it. CIM is 
viewed as being the global mancs.gement information system (MIS) 
for the DoD. Any other system must therafore be a subset of 
CIM. ~his chapter focuses on the unit ~osting ~oricept that 
the DoD is c~rrently implemen~ing and comparQS it to some of 
the cost systems discussed previously in Chapter III. 
The unit cost ini in the DoD has its roots in a 10 
August 19'89 memorand [:tef. 8) from the Principal Deputy 
Comptroller of the DoJ, Donald B. Shycoff. In this ~' Mr 
Shycoff states that 
making business, 
is not a profit-
ld ben•''"i.t from buainesa-lika concepts 
in planning and budg ing operating activities. He states 
that the environment 
I 
I 
t 
d the culture of activities need to 
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change in order for this to take place. Since the government 
is not a profit-making business, costs will have to be cut in 
orde= to meet reduced budgets. Shycoff states that the only 
way to accomplish this is to use unit costing. 
In his 10 April 1990 memorandum [Ref. 9), Mr. Shycoff 
continued the implementation of the unit costing concept by 
identifying the eight functions that would be implemented. 
These f~ctions include:· 
• supply operations 
• supply' depots 
., health care 
• recruiting 
• base operations 
• military training 
• depot aaintenance 
• co-1.aaariea 
The ...a called for implementation of th•••· ~unctions by 1 
October 1990 (l'Y91). Data for thia in:.i. .";.ative is currently 
being provided by the Def en•• Manpower Data Center (DMDC) in 
Monterey, California. l'inanoial report• troa th• aervicea .tor 
1989 .are being collected ·to provide a baseline for the unit 
coata. 
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Before discussing the DoD' s unit costing guidance .in 
detail, a review of unit costing. techniques ia in order. 
Recall from Chapter III that a unit cost ia computed by 
dividing the total costs to produce the product or service by 
the total number of units produced. !'or example, if it costs 
$50.00 to·produce two widgets, the unit coat of each widget is 
$25.00 ($50.00/2). 
There are two components to the unit cost'eqliation. The 
numerator, which consists of the total cost• i~cluding direct 
co~ts, indirect coats, and·general and administrative (G & A) 
expenses and . the denomine.'cor which ia the total number of 
units. The denominator is measured in the output unit that is 
chosen, such aa direct-labor hours, machine hours, number of 
invoices processed, 8tc. 
further explanation.' 
Bach of these components require 
1. .'l'ot:al. Cost• (Numerator) 
The numerator of th.e ~it coat equation con:si11ta of 
the direct and indirect coats along with th• G ' A expenaes 
associated with it. Recall froa Chapter III that whether a 
coat is direct or indirect dependa on on•'• tr... of 
ref.)rence. The .... hold• true here. 
a. DJrect Co.t 
A direct cost is one that i• clearly identified and 
traceable to a specific product or ••rvice. A profeaaor'a 
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salary would be a direct expense of conducting a class that he 
teaches. For a specific department, such aa purchasing, all 
coats of workers, machines, utilities, and supervision are 
direct coats of that department. 
b. l'nctl.rect' ~ 
An indirect cost is one that cannot be traced to 
one specific product or .service or a depart:Jlent. It's coats 
are incurred by more than one product or service, but not by 
all products or services. Referring to the example concerning 
the professor, ,his secretary' a coat would be an indirect 
expense. The secretary works for one department and provides 
a service to · all the prof easor' a in ·that department . She does 
not work for all of the professor'• on the caapua. 
c. Qener&l aad 'c:lefni«rat:.t,,.. •xp "M• 
General and adainia.trati.,,. ezpenaea can be thought 
of as OV9rh~ad. Th••• •zpen••• cannot be aaaociated with a 
~P.cific product er . ••rvice, but' ben•fit all products or 
aervicea. Aqain uaing the college profeaaor example, the coat 
of t~• janitorial ataff, .peraonnel department, aecurity, etc. 
' '' 
are all G ' A elipenaee. None of the•• •~••• . can be traced 
directly to a particular prof~aeor, courae, or department but 
they benefit ~he entire cqll999 and all of ita profeasora. 
d. Allocat:.toa 
Becauae they are not directly trac~able to coat 
objectivea, indirect coat'• and G ' A e~n••• · auat be 
- --- -- ----------------
allocace~ to cost objet;·tiv~s. In orde,r to all:>cate these 
costs, a ~ase is needed. l:art 403 of the Cost Accounting 
Standards Board lists some suggestions for possible bases. 
The concept of allocation was discussed earlier, and an 
example was provided in Tables IV through VI in Chapter III. 
It should be noted that in depot maintenance, the DoD, and 
s?ecifically the Depart:zaent of the Navy , (DoN), is already 
using a unit ·coat aystem--job coating. ship overhaul st, 
aircraft repair, public works, and computer ayatema are all 
coated on a unit basis, except that not all of the G ' A may 
have been allocated. 
2. lleaaare o~ Output ' iDenoet nator) 
The denominator of the unit coat equation contains the 
total. number of units of aorae -aaure of, output. Counting the 
number of units is not difficult, however deciding on the 
· correct measure of output to u•e can be. ror a manufacturing 
, company, counting the number of phyaical uni ta produced (•. g., 
computers, automobiles), would be one possible measure of 
, output.. Thia would be very •••r to u•• ~ practice and makes 
sense. In the DoD ho1"1ver, services rather than product• are 
\\aually the output of operatin9 .activitiea. A measure of 
output needa. to be chosen so that it alloc~tea the co&ts 
fairl1 to all outputs (i.e., products or services). 
Choosing a good -••ure of output is required for the unit 
coating ayat.. to work effectively. Mte9=' a lengthy 
investigation by DoD task groups for each of the eight unit 
cost areas, agreement was reached on .. aaur&s of output • !'or 
the eight functions that are currently being implemented using 
unit costing, Table XIII providtts a list of the measures of 
output that are being used. 
D • DoD U.W%'l' COS'l'DtQ QUDlAllCll 
Mter numerous wo~k~ng drafta, th111 DoD'a moat recent unit 
coat guidaJ1ce was published in an interim form on 5 October 
1990 [Ref. 10]. As of this writing, no further guidance is 
available. Thia guidance ia being used by each of the eight 
functions identified earlier. 
The guidance states that a business type accoWiting system 
should be used. The guidance .states: 
The goal is to hav. ••ch product or output bear aa 
accurate a coat aa poaeible. No aavin9a are dir•ctly 
attributable to unit coat. Saving• are only realised, aa 
processes are changed or eliminated and the eff ecta of 
these changes are reflected in the actual coat per output. 
[Ref lO:p. 2) 
The guidanca goes· on to say: 
A unit coat aystem will not aolv. a~l the problems of 
managing an activity or function. It is not a substitute 
for management, but rather another tool for managing. 
Activities must still be re~naive to corporate_policy, 
even if that policy 'increasea.the unit coot. Thi• •Y•t-
provid•• ability to focua on the coat of a policy. It 
will id~tify coats,, not eliminate th... :Rec:ognition of 
total coats, along with the flexibility to manage coats, 
provide• the opportunity for improvement. (:Ref lO:p •. 2) 
so 
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'l'ABLB XI I I 
MEASURES O!' OUTPUT (gJ". 10) 
- OV!IPU'f --
1. - ._rt ..... 1 ... ··- ........ .._ lft --
a. r..uJ.tJ.- ·-rt Mrdou - per - ,_ 
~. JIWnprln.., r- - per dollar eal• 
a. R- hM ~ per dollar Al•• 
J. Tzut hM - ,. .. *'1lar Hl-
1. lhofU or 1- - • fi&M pd• ,.u_, 
l· - .... ..-..i - •it 
l. - ,.., nenit treial .. ~· 
J. c:o.t per 'orn ... r -•t• t..-.it• 
>• - per ~all- tra.lni .. t~• 
•• CO.\ ,. .. - .. ·-t• pil..t ·-
•• - .... ,...., .. .i.-i -u-·-
1. c:o.c per --- oolletod ~ 
a. c:o.t .... -...i offl•r --te -->· C0et per -- offiMS -•te ,...,..._ 
l. C:O.C per UM it• --
a. c:o.c per u.. it• .u,... 
l. - .... dollas of et- ,_ ..i-
The guidance discusses how the eight functions will 
receive their budgets for the fiscal year. This can best be 
shown through an example. In the upco~g fi•cal year . (rYl) , 
the activity expects to perform a workload of 1, 000 units. In 
FYO, the activity performed a workload of 2000 un!ta at a co•t 
of $10,000. Thia equates to a unit coat of $5.00 
($10, 000/2000) ~ !'o_r !'Yl, the activity will be provided with 
. ' . 
a budget of $5,000 ($5.00 X 1,.QOO), which i• equal to th• unit 
coat tiral•• the nwlber of' unit• expected. ·to be produced. 
However, this is not a guarant•ed amount for the activity •. If 
the activity producee only 500 unite, they will onl_y receive 
$2, 500 ($5 x 50~) . · '!'here ie one very big problem with this, 
it assumes that all coats are variable. The interim guidance 
atatee: 
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... all costs are variable which is not the case. Bowe.,."'er, 
until such time as yariable and fixed coats are distinctly 
defined and supportable, earnings will fluctuate with work 
load as though all costs are variable and adjustments will 
be made when necessary. [Ref lO:p. 8) 
2 • eo.putiiMJ Unit co.ta 
Recall from Chapter III the diacu11aion concerning break-even 
analysis. 'l'he DoD guidance assumes that all of an activity's 
costs are variable and thus bases the activity's funding on 
its output. 'l'hia can lead to major problema since many of the 
costs are fixed. For example, while civilian personnel costs 
are normally viewed aa variable costs, they really are not. 
Much of the DoD's work force ia tenured and it would prove 
very difficult to reduce this work force. Therefore, the cost 
of the personnel ia relatively fixed and will not fluctuate 
much with an activity's output. 
If an activity's costs are purely variable, the coat curve 
will resemble !'igure 5. Aa the level of activity increas-.a, 
the funding also increases. However, the un!t coat remains 
constant 'at varying levels of activity. 'l'he unit coat ia 
$5.00 at both points A and B. • 
Refer again to the abOve example where the activity was 
budgeted $5, 000 •· it we assume that there are variable and 
fixed coats and that the fixed coats are $3,000 then the coat 
curve·would be as shown in Figure 6. 'l'he break-e,,..n equation 
for this curve is S(X) • 3000 + 3.S(X),:where Xis the number 
of unit•. The break-even point i• 2, 000 unita ·(pqint X) .• 
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At point x, the unit cost is $5.00 which ia w'nat th~ budget is 
based upon. If the activity produces only 1000 units (point 
Y) , they will only receive $5, 000 in funding. If the 
activities fixed ~osta are $3, 000, they will not receive 
' . 
enough funding to cover their total expenses. At point Y, the 
unit cost required to cover all expenses ia $6.50. Since the 
activity is only budgeted at $5.00 per wiit, they will sustain 
a loss of $1500 (($6.50 $5. 00) X 1000 units) . 
Alternatively, if their output is 2,500 units (point Z), they 
will receive $12,500 and their· fixed coats remain at $3,000. 
At point z, the unit coat required to cover. all expenses is 
$4.70. Since the activity is budgeted at $5.00 per unit, they 
will earn~ profit of $750 (($5.00 - $4.70) X 2500 Units). 
This wou.ld provide the activity with a •urplua · of funds. 
Thus, the activity would have no inc•ntive to view all costs 
and look for inefficienqiea. Table XIV ohuwa the profit and 
loss computAtiona at points Y and Z. 
Over the long run (more than one year), all coats are 
'considered to be variable.· By adopting this aaa~tion, the 
DoD guidance of treating all coata as variable would prove to 
be correct. However, since the activity re~eivea its budget. 
baaed on the previous year'. ' output (short-run) , the coats 
need to be broken down into their fixed and variabla 
components. Thia is the only way to ensure that . the budgeting 
process i• fair and accurate. One could al•o take.the ·long 
run view and u•• full coat• i~ whi<:h tJ:ie •eparation of 
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TABLE XIV: 
COMPUTATION OF PROFIT/LOSS 
Point Y Point z 
Revenue $5,000 $12,500 
Lese Variable Costs 3.500 8,750 
Contribution ,Margin 1,500 3,750 
Less Fixed Costs 3,000 3,000 
Profit/Loss i~l,500! $750 
variable and fixed costs become uniml>ortant. Over the long 
run, only total costs have to be covered. 
•. COllPAIUSOH '1'0 0'1'BBR COS'l' llODIU.8 
Unit costing could be used with any of the six cost 
' ' 
systems discussed in Chapter III. currently, the DoD does use 
a unit cost job order system ~or their industrial funds. 
1. Standard· Co.ting 
The DoD unit cost guidance is very similar to the 
standard cost system described earli•r. Th• DoD develops a 
unit cost based on past performance. Tbis "standard'cost" is 
then used to provide ~he activity wi~ the fund~ng for the 
current year. As wa~, shown in Figure 6, the unit cost vari-=aa 
at dif t erent l,._,_Jls of activity due to f ized coat a • Thia 
would require the standard, or unit coat, to' be reset yearly 
in order to reflect the current coat. One of the problems 
with this type of system in the· DoD ia that there ia nu 
physical output, only performance of· services. Also, it ia 
hard to d~fine the labor and material.atanclarda per output. 
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2 . C-V-P .Anal~laia 
The DoD unit cost system and c-v-P aualysia are 
different .. The DoD accounts for total cost per unit. The 
C-V-P system looks only at variable costs because they.change 
with volume. Fixed costs are charged against the period. 
Table XI in Chapter III demonstrates the differences between 
variable and product coating. The C-V-P system could be made 
to conform to the DoD system by adding the tixed cos.ts to the 
variable costs and then dividing by the total output. 
A similarity betweenthe DoD unit cost system and C-V-P 
analysis is the concept of the break ... even strategy. The DoD' s 
goal is to set the unit cost such that an activity will show 
no profit or loss for the period--break-even. As was shown in 
!'igUre 6, it will be very difficult fur an activity.to.break-
eyen due.to the effect that the fixed costs have on the unit 
cost. 
3. Jfio Coat: 
As was' stated earlier, the Navy and the DoD currently 
use the job coat. system ·in a unit· costing f•.shion. for 
·industrial funded activities. This system i• well suited when 
small numbers o~ dissimilar types of products such as ahip 
overhauls or computer programs are· being ·p~ovicled. The 
problem with our existing job cost system.a is' that they'tenci 
not to allocate all of the G ' A coats.. . Thia results in the 
activity taking a loss. Thia system can be made to work, but 
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the activity must ensure th:!"!. all costs, including (~ s A, are 
fully allocated to a~ch job. 
r. COHCLOSIOHS? 
One of the problems when using unit costs in.the DoD is 
that for many activities there is not an easily measurable 
output su~h as there is in a manufacturing company. The DoD 
deals more with services than .witL pr.oducts and this presents' 
a problem when deciding on the measure of output. 
With the DoD's unit costing system, budgets are provided 
based on expected work load anc;:I unit costs • What happeQs when 
an activity needs to buy a new copying machine or a .comput•r? 
The interim guidance [Ref. 10] states that. depreciation will 
.b~ taken on all new investments in property, plant and 
equipment •. This depreciation amount must provide a reserve 
for replacing assets in the future. However, this 
depreci&tion only applies to new items. None of the existing 
property, plant or equipment will be dep~eciated in this way. 
This will lead to no reserves for replacing the current 
assets. Since the cost of the· new asset was not ~dded into 
the 'unit cost data, the activity will have to aub~t a new 
appropriation for this riew eqqipment. The aame thing will 
apply when a new facility needa to be conatructed or &l ·old 
one renovated. Where ia this money going to come from? While 
there is no clear guidance as to where these funds will be 
obtained from, CIM personnel need to be aware of these type of 
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problems.. These type of isoues must be incorporated into any 
long range plan for the DoO .. 
• 
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V. COHCLOSIOR 
Chapter I provided a brief background on the Corporate 
Information Management (CIM) i~itiative and discussed such 
issues as: what is CIM, why CIM was initiated, the purpose of 
CIM, and the implementation of CIM. This overview, of this 
innovative DoD approach, is necessary for understanding the 
remainder of the thesis. 
Chapter II discuss"'d the current methodology that is being 
w..~lo:rad for the CIM initiative. This cha1•ter provided a 
brief summary of the CIM Process Guide, which -;:onsi'3ts of over 
220 pages. Didcussions in this chapter included the thxee-
phase' methodology being used and provided a break down for 
each of these three phases. These pha~es span eight. to ten 
years for completion. 
Chapt~r·III provided a review of· six of the moat commonly 
,,ised cost systems in the public and private s~~Qrs. The cost 
'' .1 
systems reviewed included: actual, normal, sta..'"ldard, variable, 
cost-volume-profit analysis, and job costing. ':"hia chapter 
also included a discussion o:i three classifications·of cost: 
di·rect, indirect, and · manufactur!.."'9 ~xhead cocts. 
Differences betwee.n the behavior of costs, i.e., fixed and 
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variable costs, were discussed, along with the 'advantages and 
disadvantages of each of the six cost systems. 
Chapter IV described the current implementation of another 
DoD initiative--the unit cost system. A discussion of 
budgeting and resourcing was covered alor.1g with how the unit 
costs were determined. A review of unit coating techniques 
was also provided to reacquaint the reader with the process. 
Thia chapter concluded with a comparison of unit costing to 
three of th• coat models discussed in Chapter III. 
a. COft ..x>SL 
CIM personnel have two distinct direction• that can be 
followed in adopting a cost system for'CIM: 
• !'ull coat 
• Variable coat 
Th• DoD ia curr.ntly aoving in the direction of the full cost 
•yat .. with th• unit coating initiative. ·All coat• are put 
into, th• numerator of the, unit coat equation. 'l'hi• i~ th• 
correct aodel to uae aince the 'DoD ia vi~wing al~ coat• aa 
.ariabl.e. Over the long run, all coat• will be variable, and 
thua the full coat model ..... appropriate for coat bud9etin4:1 
and contro.~ • 
The ~:?·D/DoN already uae thi'• type of coat llOde.l in their 
induatria.l activitiee. The DoD/DoN uee job coating and brea~­
even prof it: center• to im.pl...nt thia ·coat llOdel. 
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The other approach is to use a variable cost model. Thia 
method. requires that all co~ts be broken out by type of 
behavior: fixed and variable. Determining cost behavior can 
be very costly and· take an enormous amount of time. However, 
if the costs are aeparsted by type, then the variable costing 
·ayatem and c-v-P analysis can be used. c-v-P analyaia, break-
even analysis, and flexible budgets all require only variable 
coats in their calculations. The fixed coats that are 
incurred are charged against the p.riod. A review cf Figures 
5 and 6 will show that unit coats will not be accurate if the 
fixed and variable coats are not separated. 
In my opinion, variable coating and ita re1ated techniques 
would provide the greatest benefit to the OoO for yearly 
budgeting and coat control within the short-term decision 
horizon auch aa one year. C-V-P analyaia, break-even 
analysis, and flexible budgeting would provide managers with 
the tools necessary to look for inefficiencies and alao make 
it easier to adjust to varying levels of activity. The 
biggest "roadblock" to uti~izing thia variable coat system ia 
the time and eff o~ that mu at be apent to. determine coat 
type·a. 
CIM personnel .Ust decide early on what coat · .Odel . ia 
going to be uaed ao that ita information requir ... nta will be 
included· in the aodel that CIM ia developing. 
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C. · HOH-rDGR:.!IAL CORSI!)SU.'l':tOllS 
Although only financial considerations were discussed in 
this thesis, CIM also needs to review non-financial 
considerations. For example, in the civilian personnel area, 
aeasurea such as tu~over rates, absenteeism~ etc. should be 
included when developing the initiative. CIM ~rsonnel need 
to be aware that just dealing with the financial 
considerations is not enoug~. 
D. 
The DoD unit costing initiative bey~ implementation in 
October 1990 (!'Y91) • Since unit costing is so new, studies of 
it• effecti venes• are not available. A reco-.nded follow-on 
study would be to review the a~ivities that have adopted the 
unit co•ting. concept, and provide an analysis of the 
,effectlveneas of unit coating, and al•o to investig~te how 
unit costin9'fits the particular CIM area. Baaed on these 
result•, · CIM personnel would then have sufficient data to 
justify the incorporation or non-use ~f unit costing. Until 
unit costing develops a few . years ot data, it will .not be 
feasible to. conduct th'i• type of study. · 
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